
If you have a warped drainpipe or other troubles due to boiling water,
please consult with an Everything Drainage Consultation Center (p.32).
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A garbage disposal unit that has met the desired requirements is the one called a 
“disposal drainage processing system” that is complete with a drainage processer.
A disposal drainage processing system grinds up kitchen waste and, after treating it 
in the drainage processing apparatus, drains it with dishwater into the sewer 
system. It is a piece of equipment designed to reduce human-induced burdens on 
the environment.
Refrain from using a disposal unit unequipped with a drainage processor, or the 
ground-up vegetable scraps and other kitchen waste will flow into the sewer 
system, and may result in clogging drainpipes and/or contaminating rivers and 
oceans.
A notification is necessary for a new installation of drainage equipment.
Furthermore, appropriate maintenance is required to keep a disposal drainage pro-
cessing system functioning correctly.
So, please submit a maintenance plan related to the disposal drainage processing 
system to the Sewerage Office.

※ Your notification will be accepted at the customer service division of each Sewerage Office (See the back cover).

The r igid polyvinyl chlor ide 
（RPVC） pipes primarily used for 
domestic wastewater pipes do 
not handle heat well.
When dumping boiling water 
down the drain after cooking, 
make sure to do so with tap 
water running, or wait until the 
hot water cools down （roughly 
45℃ or less）.  

Is it okay to pour
boiling water down 
the drain?

Can I use a garbage 
disposal unit?

Please use a garbage disposal unit
that has met certain requirements.

Drainpipes are not that strong 
against heat.
Please chill the water before pouring 
it down the drain.

There are two types of disposal drainage processing systems.
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Don’t pour
boiling water!
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